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INTRODUCTION 

Due to the rapid advancement made in the development of inertial 

navigation components in recent years, nev techniques have been 
devised to determine the performance of gyros.  The requirement of 

greater precision in measurement of gyro characteristics has 
necessitated that new test equipment be designed, and that sources 
of error heretofore negligible be considered.  As is characteristic of 

periods of rapid technological progress in a given field,methods of 

testing for and stating characteristics of gyros vary widely from 
source to source. There being no standards established relating to 
the testing for and stating of such characteriatics, comparison of 

different gyros is extremely difficult. 

Project TED ADC AE-9205.1 was established for the evaluation of 
Inertial navigation components.  In order to accomplish this project 

an interim facility for Inertial testing was established at the 

Naval Air Development Center (NADEVCEN).  Various inertial component 
test procedures and test equipments are being investigated at this 

Center. 

This report covers single degree of freedom integrating rate 

gyro test  methods, dealing only with the determination of the gyro 
characteristics other than the gyro drift characteristics.  Test 
methods for the determination of drift characteristics will be the 
subject of subsequent reports- 

SUMMARY OF RESULTS 

In the investigation of test methods, various manufacturers and 
institutions engaged in Inertial component development were visited, 
and test methods were observed and discussed.  Technical literature 

concerned with gyro testing was also reviewed.  Once the interim 

inertial test facility was established, the various methods were 
scrutinised in more detail.  In conjunction with the evaluation of 

Inertial quality single degree of freedom integrating rate gyros, 
various methods of test were used.  In some cases, new test 
methods were devised. 

As a result of this background and study, certain methods were 
determined to be preferable over others.  The criteria for selection 
ar« given in Section V of this report.  Only methods considered 
satisfactory are discussed in this report.  Details afe given under 
"TEST NETH0D8«" All the methods described are designed for testing 
the gyro after complete assembly, without disturbing the seal. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

It is concluded that due to the various test methods in existence, 
and often due to the methods of analysis of test results, comparison 

of characteristics of gyros is difficult unless methods of test are 

specified,  The methods contained in this report are applicable to 
single degree of freedom integrating rate gyros where testing is 
desired after completion of the finished unit. 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

It is recommended that consideration b^ given to the acceptance of 

the methods described in this report as an approach to standardization 

of methods for determining the performance characteristics of single 

degree of freedom integrating rate gyros. 

; 1 
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SCOPE 

This report is concerned with the testing of single degree of 

freedom integrating rate gyroscopes. A certain technical familiarity 
with servomechaniSBis and gyroscopes is assumed. The scope of this report 

is limited to tests which determine mechanical and electromechanical 

characteristics of the gyroscope.  In particular, gyro drift tests are 

not discussed. This subject will be covered in a succeeding report, 

The set of tests described is designed to be performed on a 
completed, sealed gyro.  Insofar as possible, the characteristics of the 
gyro are determined without reference to values quoted by the manufacturer. 

The only exception in this respect is the angular momentum of the wheel. 
This value can be measured very accurately during assembly of the gyro 
and is the value least likely to change. 

The more important performance characteristics, such as the 
damping coefficient, torque generator characteristics, and signal 
generator characteristics are determined directly. Values required to 

a lesser degree of accuracy are determined by calculation from relation- 

ships derived from the gyroscopic equation of notion for a single degree 

of freedom gyro (Appendix A). The assumption that a gyro will behave 
as a system of no higher order than second is implicit in these equations. 

The effect of higher order perturbations is generally negligible.  Certain 
deviations from equation (1) of Appendix A which do not involve higher 
order terms are accounted for principally as error sources such as the 
non-newtonian behavior of the damping fluid. 

In general, the tests measure the desired characteristic as 
directly as possible.  Emphasis has been placed on simplicity of test 
method and equipment. Where possible, extraneous errors are removed 
by the choice of test method rather than by computation or compensation. 

The choice of method for each test was made after careful comparison 
and refinement of the various possible procedures,  All of the teat 
methods described in this report have been used successfully at this Center, 

Although modifications of these test methods may be necessary to 
keep pace with gyro development, the basic test methods should be usable 
as testing standards for single degree of freedom integrating rate gyros. 

The discussions of test methods have been kept as general as possible, 
in order to apply to all types of single degree of freedom integrating 
rate gyros.  Certain common features are assumed, I.e. the torquer is a 
direct current sensitive device and the signal generator produces an 
output voltage related approximately linearly to gimbal angle.  Where 

the gyro design is in conflict with these assumptions, modifications to 
the various equations and methods may be easily effected. 
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TEST METHODS 

A. Phase Convention 

The phase convention Is the interrelationship between the mechanical mottons 

of the gyro and the electrical signals associated with these motions.  The 

phase rotation of the spin motor excitation determines the positive direction 

of the spin axis and is given by the manufacturer of the gyro.  The relation- 

ships to be determined are the phasing of the signal generator output signal 

for a given direction of angular input about the input axis, and the polarity 

of the torquer signal required to cnse the gyro loop with such an input. 
These relationships are necessary to define positive and negative outputs from 

the signal generator and positive and negative command signals to the torquer. 

Technique: 

The gyro is mounted on a turntable with the output axis vertical and parallel 

to the table axis.  The spin motor is   excited with the phasing as specified 
by the manufacturer.  The input axis as defined by the exterior reference 

on the gyro case is oriented approximately north so that the earth's rotation 

produces a positive sense of input about the input axis.  The gyro is 

operated in the closed loop mode to bring the signal generator to the null 

posit tori, then the loop Is opened and the phasing of the signal generator 
initput is noted.  This phase is then by definition the "positive" output 
t rom the sipn.il generator,  '[tie gyro loop is then closed through the torquer 

,:nd f he polarity of the torquer signal is noted.  This polarity Is then by 

definition the "positive" torque Input since it is the torque required to 

nn!' .1 positive input about: the Input axis. 

['he phase convention determined above is used in all succeeding tests to 
determine rhe sign of the signal generator output voltage (E0) and of the 

»■orqvei innut current (li). 
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B. Torquer Transfer Function 

In platform applications it is often desired to give conmand signals 
to the gyro.  These command signals will usually be proportional to the 

input angular velocity; in order to maintain platform orientation with 
respect to the earth or any other orientation program.  Therefore, it is 
necessary to know the function which describes equivalent input rate for 

a given command signal to the torquer. 

At the present time all torquers apply torque by the interaction of 
magnetic fields.  The control of the current in one field of this torquer 
controls the command torque.  The torquer transfer function is defined 

as the change in input angular velocity with respect to change in torquer 

current required to hold the gyro at null.  This function is normally a 

constant. 

Kither of two basic methods may be used to determine the torquer transfer 
function.  A constant input rate may be applied and the torquer current 

observed when the gyro is operated in the feedback mode, or a constant 
current may be applied and the table rate observed when the gyro is operated 

In the servo mode.  In order to obtain a representative amount of data from 
the first method, a quasi-continuous range of precise frequencies would be 

required for a rate table since frequency control is usually used for precision 
rales.  For the second method, however, a quasi-continuous range of precision 
current would be required.  Since precision currents are more readily 
obtainable over such a range than are precision frequencies, the servo mode 

methoci Is preferred. 

The alignment of the input axis with respect to the table axis is critical 
since any misalignment will Introduce an error in the known amount of 
earth's rate proportional to the sine  of the misalignment angle.  It is 
also desirable to maintain the plane of the output and spin axes vertical, 
in order to eliminate effects due to mass unbalance along the spin axis. 
Thus the Input and table axes will be horizontal, and precisely parallel. 

In order to eliminate effects of mass unbalance along the input axis, 
:he test is performed over an angle whose center is the orientation with 

the output axis vertical, since the mass unbalance drift will reverse 
d.irectlon when the output axis moves through that point.  !n genera!, it 
will be convenient for the input axis to be directed north, since the 
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servo table is aligned in this direction for other tests.  Thus earth's 
rate will be effective about the input axis.  This effect Is eliminated 

by applying rates in both directions about the mean orientation of the 
output axis. 

There would be an exception to the servo method when testing at low rates, 
which would require a long period of time for each reading.  Servo tables 

which have accurate readouts each one degree, for instance, would require 
a period of several minutes to determine rates on the order of ten degrees 

per hour.  For rates of this magnitude and lower, the earth may be used as 
a precision turntable.  Any desired rate up to 0 cosX may be obtained by 
positioning the input axis in the horizontal plane such that the input 

axis is at an accurately known azimuth angle.  The angle is chosen to give 
the desired rate by the equation; 

CJ' = 0 cos A cos U 

The absolute orientation of the input axis may be found from the 

value of spring restraint (Rs c o) determined in the spring constant 
testv  ^ie output axis is oriented vertical so that mass unbalance torques 
a re e1iminated. 

The range of torques over which the gyro will be tested will of course 
depend on the particular gyro and its intended application.  If the gyro 

Is intended for aircraft Inertial systems, the range of equivalent input 
rates should include values below and about earth's rate.  For ballistic 
applications, higher rates should also be considered.  For low rates the 
random drift rate of the gyro may not be inconsiderable and will often be 
of the order of magnitude of non-linearity of the torquer or higher.  The 
equation lor separating the rms non-linearity and random drift is derived 
In Appendix C.  For accuracy of both, the torquer transfer function and the 

mis r.on - i int'a r: t y, 
su f I i c i t-nt numbe r. 

■ minimum of a dozen data points is considered a 

fechni que : 

Rates;  The input axis is oriented parallel to the table axis 

v horizontal and north.  The output axis is rotated about the 
s <m angle '*  off the vertical.  The ^yvo   is  operated in the servo 
h vaiiou- values ct precision constant current ( Ir ) applied to 
er.  rhe gyro is allowed to servo the table from u  to -c< and then 
" v (Mice more.  The two traversal times are recorded.  The 

r input rate for each value of current is then 

V (2 
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The positive sign is chosen if the Cable moves in the opposite direction 
the second time.  The data is then treated by the least squares method 

with Ij- as the independent variable.  The slope thus obtained is the 

torque.r transfer function^ Gt.     The intercept is an indication of the 

statistical reliability of Gt; the intercept value should be very nearly 

the value of the static restraint. 

The standard deviation ( 7r ) from the calculated slope is computed, 
mis non-linearity ('X   ) is calculated from 

The 

oi (3) 

where QTr, is the standard deviation of the random drift. 

LAW Rates:  The output axis is positioned vertically and the Input 
axis oriented in various directions in the azimuth plane.  The gyro is 

operated in the feedback mode; the torquer current is noted.  The input 
rate is determined by equation (1 ).  The data is treated in the same 
manner as that for higher rates described above, with the same 

significance attached to the results. 

1' • 5 LdDii' _ i-LeJl!r r_i ü£i_ Transfer Function 

rhf method of detecting precession of the gyro in an inertial system 
application is usually by the detection of voltages generated by a 

variable reluctance device such as an E type transformer.  The signal 
generator transfer function is defined as the rate of change of output 

ua>:e wi 11; resucc input angle.  This characteristic of the gyro 
Is useful in determining the amount of gain required in servo loop 

Mtip 1 i cat i ons.  Tht signa' generator transfer function is defined so as 
include the effects of the spring restraint and the change in input 

ON i ;, orientation with rotation about the output axis.  Therefore, the 

O/io is considered as a "black box."  The effects, however, must be 
accounted for in determining other gyro characteristics (see Signal 

generator Scale Factor), but need not be considered here. 

The method, of determining the signal generator transfer function is 
■■impiv to apply angular ratep about the Input axis and observe the rate 

vt change of signal generator voltage with the gyro operated in the open 
.oop mode. 

5 
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The gyro could be mounted with the input axis pflrallel to the table 
-'c-ls with rotation of the table being used to introduce input rates. 

Under such coniftions maas unhalance effects would have to 
be considered.  To eliminate fhe mass unbalance effects, the output axia 
way be maintained vertical.  The earth itself may be used as the 
precision turntable.  If the output axis is parallel to the table axis 

ard vertical, the turntable may be used to position the input axis such 
that it is sensitive to any desired portion of the horizontal component 

u' earth's rate.  If the gyro is then allowed to drift off null in 

response to the chosen input rate, the rate of change of signal generator 
output voltage may be observed and the signal generator transfer function 

t hi' - del e mined „ 

li should he noted that in the open loop mode, as the gimbal rotates 
,!:■,;,-.t :"bt' n;tpv:i axis, th'j trae input axis changes in orientation.  Due 
•o th'S ih.'nge in orientation, the input axis will sense a varying 

ijifc v-nr of earth's rate. Usually, this change in orientation will be 
small and will contribute a slight non-linearity to the signal generator 
transfer function.  This non-linearity is least pronounced near null, 
and since this is the region of operation in moat applications, it is 

eonvenient to quote the slope of the curve in this region.  For example, in 
.e gyro where fj^-    \   ,  and ib.o  gyro input axis is 8')0 from north, 

'he i'ou-1 i "ea M t y due to '.'h.aige in true input axis orientation will 
■ . M! M ' :'.e an error ol about 0. T',, to the null value of Qe   if the test 
•  ne ;   P • ■■ r-.j .<.,; eo 

■\,,, ■ V, l ' a'r   ,'n.o-(..;i  will   depem!  principally on   the. required,   resolution 

o!   ' i me   pu-a.-^: re.'ne/i! .     Tb'.'   r;Oe   should  be   low  enough   that   the   accuracy 

f   '. inie   i.iiii'o\  il   b»" H,,L;t,;i    •   : t a;;>:;   i..jdiugs   is   sufficient   for   an  accurate 

de' ». r ' ; u-'.' i    i   o l    L ;v.    : n, ''enie'".'    ■:■'    i r.au :    a ii,ie. 

■ ■■-   i ■n'iij-n..  i   wit''   t h-,    uj'pu!   axis   vertical    uid   parallel   to   the 

,'K ■       \ •. • !1'"   i'^pul    .i.-;i-i   i^   }"'.!:io;u:'d   to   an   q^cura'ely  known 

i.' i T  ' 1     : : .   i :>   !     'i"   ve--1   nu', !    sn   n   as   !   >   give   the   des i red   i i'.put    rate. 

'■ ■    .v"  ■   •, - '"     i1 i   '.'".rough    ;   tei'-.1.;  n'k    lo"p..     The   feedb.ick   loop   is   then 

I'-.-'U'.'.      A' preselected   intervals   of   tint',   the   signal   ^enerato;   voltage 

'■■   ! e.id : n <   the   • o' a 1    : i m-'   : ■■   u.svii   ' o   i. a i cu 1 a L i    lh>j   total    input 

i\    ' 'u'   ''q . a' i "ai; 

-V     n 
/- / '  v.. . .^ £  . £, i\ 

n 

■is'   sipj-ires   slope   is   'bin.   ■ .i 1   u' iti  i   ; see  Appendix  K)   with   ilo- 

vi-'    > ■, » n i'.    ^t.-neratoi   •.•■• 1 (  i ,-,•■   ,is   ' t;c   i.i"pi:idcn:   variable.   This   slope 

.", 11 e   S'IVJI, 1 c   hi    i \i f - •. s •   '   • ",i •    ' !!■    s:ope   ; .-    rep resent a t i vi/   o i    Lhe 

■ -.       ; o r t ;  ■•".  ■ '   '  n-   i   ; rv-    U'I- : ■•   .      i .   n-p i •  <r:il at i ve  o :    t h"-'   no rraa 1 

:a'      P    ■:    : P-   . "i:, 
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D.  Input Axis Alignment 

Since inertial systems use orthogonal coordinates, it is necessary 

to  know the precise direction of the input axis of the platform 
control gyros.  The input axes must form an orthogonal set In 
order to eliminate cross-coupling of input rates.  For mounting 

purposes, the input axis must be defined with respect to a reference 

on the exterior of the gyro.  The reference may be a plane to which 
the input axis is normal, or a notch which defines the input axis in 
a given plane.  The accuracy to which such a reference defines the 

true input axis of the gyro is the input axis alignment accuracy. 

ihe determination of misalignment of the input axis with respect to 
both ehe output and spin axes is desirable, since this will give the 

magnitude of the cross-coupling effect directly.  The Cartesian angles 
which .ire aetemined below are small, and may therefore be assumed to 

lv  FAilefian angles also. 

Since the single degree of freedom gyro is sensitive only to components 

01 angular rotation about its input axis, rotation about the output 

anil spin axes should not produce an angular displacement of the gimbal 
•.sstmbiv with respect to the case.  If the true input axis is misaligned 

v.iil. respect to the output axis an amount op, or to the spin axis an 

ainount -".,>,, components of the rotation applied about these axes will 

he sensed by the true input axis in a magnitude cJ^ ~  cOw-, *>*^-.Orr, 
or   Jv  ..y-irndfO . which for small angles is &);*■. o)m&^ or 6);n oJf.Of>   . 
;. hole; errors t.o a minimum it is not necessary that precise alignment 

■ : thi roiation vector wich respect to the output or spin axis be 
achieved, only that the rotation be precisely orthogonal to the 
ii teronce input axis.  A misalignment of two degrees with respect to 
fin insensitive axes will contribute an error of only 0.06°/, to the 

misaligament angle, as long as the rotational input is orthogonal to 

' n order to obtain a test procedure which eliminates as many extraneous 
ettects as possible, consider the major error sources.  Consider a 
..iM.-ral orientation obtained in the following manner (See Figure I). 
Ihi spin axis Is initially horizontal north (SAjJ with the output axis 
V''i' i-d 1 (OAi ).   If the gyro is rotated an angle /3 about the reference 
imur axis (TAl), th-?n through an angle«, about the new poaition of spin 
-ixis {Sk'i) .   the general orientation (SA3; ^3) will be shown in Figure 1. 

.v ' t that a "es" angular rate cJ^bout the spin axis (SA2) will change the 
aii^le "*- .   For a test rate u)mabout the spin axis (SA2), the total effective 

11.■ n 11 rate will be; 
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where €^ i-6 the misalignment of the spin axis with respect to the test 
table axis  in the direction of the reference input axis (see Figure 2), 

Um and [Jr.  are mass unbalance terms along the spin and input axes, 
respectively, and JX is the earth's rate. 

Note that there is no orientation for which the unbalance terms disappear. 
The functions in table angled about the spin axis are odd functions, 

however, therefore they may be averaged to zero by driving the table 
u ,J constant rate O^from + «x to - c><; giving an average effective rate of 

uJL  ~   Cu, 

In practice, the angle /Q is chosen as nearly as possible equal, to zero. 
If the table Is then rotated in the other direction, from - «■ to + =< 

then the restraint and mass unbalance terms may be extracted, giving 

-.+£„   :    —~ :— C^ 
C  CO, 

)ü abc 
contribution from mount misalignment will be reversed, giving 

If the gyro is then rotated 180° about the spin axis in the mount, the 

/ 

anJ this erroi source may be eliminated. 

A similar analysis for rotation about the output axis will yield equations 
similai to (8) and (.3), with the desired mean orientation being output 

axis vertical and input axis west. 

Itu'se tests mav be performed in the feedback mode of gyro operation with 
the feedback current monitored.  The input is applied as a constant 
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angular rate which must be of a fairly high magnitude.  For instance, 
to determine ten seconds of arc misalignment to two significant 

figures^ assuming the torquer current is accurately read to the 
equivalent of 0.001o/hr.; the minimum table rate necessary is 200 'hr. 

Rates used in tests of this type are usually much higher in order that 
the earth's rate contribution may be averaged by the relatively slow 

response of the readout device.  Also the time over which the output 
is averaged should be small so that random drift is not a consideration 
yet an integral number of cycles of the table should be included. 
These considerations also necessitate a higher rate for the table. 

This method may prove damaging to the gyro.  High rates about the 
iutput axis cause induced torques on the output bearings which are not 
accompanied by an output from the signal generator.  Large forces may 
thus occur at high angular rates which may seriously damage the output 

axis bearings. 

Instead of considering the input and output torques, or the equivalent 
rates in the feedback mode of operation, an open loop method may  be 
used.  Rather than rates, their time Integrals, the total angles, are 

now considered.  For this method it Is still necessary that the time be 
small.  To eliminate the need for an integral number of cycles, the 
tests are performed in the orientation where effective earth's rate and 

effective mass unbalance are small and reverse sign.  The mean orienta- 
tion roquirud for angular rate about the output axis is output axis 
v-r! Lea' and input axis east.  The mean orientation required for 
an.-.ular rate about the spin axis is spin axis horizontal north and 
iHitput. axis vertical..  If the table is moved through a small angle 
centered at this mean orientation in the open loop mode, the effects 

if mass unbalance anc earth's rate will be nullified.  The table, would 
movt1 at a constant rate since it is the time integrals of these 
quantities which must cancel.  For a gyro with a mechanical transfer 
iunction ol ten, an increment of ten degrees (tS0) is fuifficient to 

determine the misalignment within one second.  ir is necessary to apply 
.1 fairly high rate in order to reduce the time of travel, hut this rate 
need ne! exceed .MIO" hr. for the instance above so that the total time 
is three minutes.  in genera!, an accuracv of one second In measurement 
e;' tin1 misalignment is not necessary.  Further, the wide variation in 
i lansler functions will, affect the choice of angles and rates to tie 

n ed in the test.  Although higher rates will not be damaging when 
applied about the spin axis, rates about the input, axis should he 
-i' . ow .no1' hr. 
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The open loop method is preferred principally because of the much 
iower input rates which may be used.  The technique described below 

has been used to determine misalignment within 3 seconds.  The input 

was applied manually through the fine adjustment of a dividing head, 
obviating the necessity of using a motor driven table. 

Tochniquc: 

The gyro mount is aligned with the input axis normal to the table 

axis.  The spin axis is parallel to the table axis and horizontal north. 
The table is positioned such that the input axis is west; then moved 

through the angle «* (see Figure 1). 

The torquer loop, which was closed to maintain the gyro at null, is 
opened.  The table is then turned at a uniform rate through the angle 

positive about SA, the input axis passing through west.  The 
! of the signal generator (E0l) Is read Immedtatclv.  The torquer 

is closed once more to bring the gyro to null.  Open the torquer 

Now rever.'-'e the direction of table rotation so as to move from 
o 'X  , and record E02.  Then rotate the gyro in the mount 180° 

about the spin axis and repeat the entire procedure, recording K03 and 

c* 

T 

'1' 

- cK 

Ui!" -mi^f be 

■•■.- ' • av,e i n ,; 

Kl : MA i 

with    rrsp, ;; 

aKen in cacn 1  •'So to record the phase of the output 
'ir''i"C" v.:'■ h tho phasi1 convention determined in 
IM 'wOnvon' :,e!,"  The misalignment (if rhe input axis 
o the spin axi.j is then givmi by: 

h 

Lr X 

- t 
d 

1 11   :    ; e , 

■ i, i' i'    a >. 

i': '"    !■■.•■   ver* ical   with th>:  output   axis   ol    the   gyro 

I.;bif   axis,      Fhe   labk' is   posit ionoc   such   that    the 

t l;en  movoe   through the   angle ^ .      Repeat   the 

re  i.e' •• rmi i '■   o«  . 
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E. Spring Constant 

The spring constant is the rate at which the torque about the output 
axis changes with gimbal angle for a constant (zero) torque about the 

true input axis.  This torque arises principally from the flex leads 

which are used to convey electrical signals from the outer case of the 

gyro to the floated gimbal.  These flex leads behave as tiny springs 

and give rise to spring-like torques (spring restraint) which are 

proportional to gimbal angle.  The spring constant is also of value in 

determining the servo dynamics of a loop in which the gyro is used. 

The unstrained position of the flex leads does not in general coincide 

with the gimbal null as defined by the signal generator output.  If we 

define the gimbal output angle as measured by the signal generator as 

Q0,   and define the gimbal output angle where the flex lead restraints 
are zero as 0on, then the equation of motion of the gimbal is - 

sj 'G0 + C6,+m-K9M = ^ (". 

where the last term on the left is a constant.  This is what Is commonly 

called the static restraint Rs =0 for the wheel off.  If we then 

consider the gyro equation of motion with the gimbal motionless, the 
internally generated 'torque is - 

T= K9, + A>., 02) 
If we then measure the torque necessary to hold the gimbal at given 
angles by using the feedback loop, the static and spring restraints mny 

both be determined. 

In general, the gimbal angle will not be known since the signal generator 
scale factor cannot be determined without some knowledge of the spring 

restraint (see Section F "Signal Generator Scale Factor*1).  This Is not 
,i circular argument, however.  The units of the torque term K0o must be 

in dyni'.-cm. , Since In the actual test for spring restraint  the gimbal 
angle may be uniquely determined by the signal generator output voltage, 
we may define a pseudo-spring constant K' as the torque per volt of 
signal generator output.  Thus the above equation becomes - 

T~~ KX +L 13 i>0 

OnCL1 K' haa been determined, the torques arising from the spring restraint 
in the t^st for signal generator scale factor  (Section F) can be 
computed.  When the signal generator scale factor ha» been determined, 
K may be computed from - 

K -- /< ^ C/*/) 

ii 
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Ihi-sc  rncini pul-.t ion.s   Co  not affecc     R(s     -   0),   since   this  value   Is   calculated 
,,s  a   '.crqui   itiu.   require;-,  iu   conversion. 

fechnique: 

I'ht. r,yro i i lanunted with the output axis vert ical diul parallel to the 
turntable axis.  The gyro wheel remains unenergized.  ['sing a feedback 
loop, the torque required to null the signal generator output voltage is 
recorded.  The feedback loop is then operated so that the gyro is servoed 
to various signal generator output voltages selected to be representative of 
the i üi/.e of gimbal angle; with proper regard to signal generator phasing. 

Fhi pKi<udo-spring constant K  is then the slope of the lease squares Line 
with r; as the independent variable.  The torque intercept R (iS - 0) is the 
i.ta'ic restraint and should be very closely the value of the torque measured 
a: ..i,;,!iu; generator null, which is a check on data reliability. 

(axe the signal generator scale factor is determined, the true spring constant 
is calculated from - ' . /■  \ 

K- K'i, 
(U ;v rato r   Sea I e   Fact or 

(/4j 

■'■;.•    . i ■.;M .      i :.i latiM    scale   factor   is   defined   as   the   rate  ul   change  oi 
■.:   pi      s:.;,;!,   usually  a  voltage   from   the   signal   generator  with   respect 
;>   cfange   . n   gimbal   out[)ut   angle.     Although   the   signal   transfer   function 
-;  of  mo; e  use   in  platform computations,   the   signal   generator  scale   factor 
-   rrqi; i n  ■   foi   computat ion   in  other   tests   for   ,,vro  characti ri sties   am!   is 
!    ''nb"1'. i r'   v.i!"e   :;,   ;tsel(    in   '!•. t . nni ni n^,  compliance   with   .specifications. 

i;: t l ,'- M 11 i es   In her*'lit    in measurinv:   this  value ist 

,.   'bat   t*". ir   ;     ni    eytecior  mi. chani .'a 1   reference i>n  ini",1   ^vros  which 
:, ] '.    . \ :r  .o-v  qua-it it;;! ive   indica! ion  of  gimba!   movement ,      rho   second   is 

v^■,,,    i li"   iMUing   restraint,   bei;u   ,'i   linear   tunct i.ni  ol    the   ,;imb.il   output 
:,/.'> ,    i n.' ; i.d.uce.-,   ,i   bias   fnncfioii   when   'ivin^   to   deteninne   the   signal 

scr'. (    '.o'. r. Third,   anv   ».Imnge   .• n   .ilnibal   .nn'Ie   ^han/.e;.   the 
r ' e e [   i; ; i-.. M   vector   and   thus   i hi    ' rue   ininit   axts. 
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The following development leads to a technique which has been used 

successfully with gyros having low random drift rates (below 0,01o/hr.)« 
Attempts to use this technique with gyros of higher drift rate have been 
aborted since the random drift tends to mask the small quantities involved. 

The steady state equation of motion for a gyro in a stable orientation may 
be written: 

T= //^ +KQ^f (•s) 
those due  to 

where F is the sum of all constant torques such as restraints and/mass 

unbalances.  Assume an orientation with the output axis vertical and the 
input axis an angle 0 from north,  Then 

r^ mcJkc*°9 t-Köt + r (*) 

The torque may be measured by maintaining the gimbal position by the 
feedback loop and measuring the torquer current.  If the gimbal is held 

at null by the feedback torque, the spring restraint term is zero.  If 

a bias is set into the feedback loop so that the gimbal is held off null 
an angle diQal     then the true input axis will be aisaligned in the 
azimuth plane by an angle ^0 "iQ* 

'he change In torque is then 

JT= - ^h^\*~-9l& + n) 

,iss 

det. 
but 
con 
: ho 

unknown quantities in the last equation are K and A.^a,   and it is 
uned that the signal generator voltage corresponding to <^ö0is 

ermined by the bias in the feedback loop. K  is not known explicitly, 
the entire torque term Kt£0omay  be determined from the pseudo-spring 

sianl determined by the test of Section E "Spring Constant."  Since 

spring restraint torque is K £»,   then 

iz:^ ^/ä =/r^ fa 

rhe i 
1 ieurio-spring  constant   K     having  been determined  previously  and 

^iven  as   one  of   the  controlled  variables  of  the   test;   the 
increment   of   gimbal   angle   is   then,   substituting  increments   for 
' i, t mites I ma 1 s , 

AZ - AT 
HZL Ur. A Oc & 

n 
{'V 

13 
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With regard to the choice of azimuth angle 0 to be used in the test, 

it is desirable that 4p- be as large as possible, since the tandency 

is for the value to be small normally.  The condition for 9 is then 
0=90? Thus the input axis should be nearly east. 

Technique: 

The gyro is mounted on a turntable with the output axis vertical and 

parallel to the turntable axis.  The input axis is oriented east and 

the gyro is nulled through the feedback loop.  The torque required to 
maintain the signal generator at a null is recorded as 7^ .  A bias 
volLage is inserted in series with the signal generator output voltage 

so that the gimbal position would be offset from the normal null 
position, by angles selected as representative of the gimbal range. 

feedback torque ( "^ ) is recorded for each such orientation of 
gimbal.  For each signal generator voltage chosen, the gimbal the 

.■inele   i .   calculated   from 

c K'£0 -X 
L   A* r.9 

(Zc) 

'.:\'.   i.t'i'f ra t r r scale factcM mav then be calculated as the slope 

i.'..r squares line with t ht gimba! angle as the independent 
■ and the signal generator voltage as the dependent variable. 
age intercept should approximate the gimbal null voltage. 

Inunp n.g   C. el ! \ <. i en* 

< ti- . v.rvin''   cnM r.u-f e r i s t i i   ot   .;   yyv'^  arises   iron  Chu  use  o: 
;.i s   '.ar'.p t iiy.   !   u ; .,      Th 

■\v.v . .   as   \s,t ■i y,.. ie   daiupini.'   coel 1 iclent,   C,    is   the 
■.rt.i-e;.     't   'In    ,^,(;:ue   produeet1   hv   the  viscous   shear  of   the   fluid   as 
the   asserablv  nic-v»"    throut'.M   it .      .lie  ma^tutuce   ot   this   coefficient 

i ' i : iP,    • :    ' •■ •    :TII    n.i 

! ■.. u : <;;   iin ■;••:' i.n.       ' i 

■:.■.■■   ' in'    ,, v i !■ 

' r.ii.s t '■ i   f unct iur. !   the  gvro   lor  a  given 
ii   i-   ineri ia.   systcni which  uses   t.lu    gyro  signal 
.lit'  rn   to   ,i   nu i ! ,    tin    damping   coefficient   is 
■]•..■    ; ,1   i •:..   ■ dte^ ■   e;,   'he   Schüler   tuning of   the 
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Since the shear of the damping fluid appears as a torque about the 
output axis, a torque applied about the output axis is balanced by 

the torque exerted by the fluid with a constant output axis angular 

velocity.  The damping coefficient can be expressed analytically by - 

Thus by applying various knovn torques about the output axis through 

the torquer and observing the output angular velocity, the damping 
coefficient may be calculated. 

It is important that the torque be accurately known.  For this reason 

the orientation of the gyro in test should be such as to eliminate as 
many sources of error torque as possible, that is, the output axis 
should be vertical to eliminate mass unbalance effects.  The orientation 
of the input axis need not be considered since the test may be performed 

with the wheel off.  The presence of wheel spin does not affect the 
damping in any way, and this eliminates exterior angular rates. 

In order to eliminate error torques such as static restraints and 

spring restraints, the torque is usually applied first in one direction 
and then the other, and the corresponding output angular velocities 
are averaged.  The gimbal displacement range is usually centered at 
null to Lake advantage of a wide gimbal angle for test. 

Technique; 

The ^vrc is aligned with the output axis vortical and the gyro 
wheel remains off.  An accurately known torque is applied about the 

output axis through the torquer.  This torque is applied after the 
gimbal has been offset by an angle greater than 0^so that the gimbal 
will be rotating at constant angular velocity when it passes through 
the angle 90, thus eliminating gimbal inertia  effects.  The time is 
recorded which is required by the gimbal in moving through an angle 

29o, from '90 to -0o as measured by the signal generator.  The test 
is repeated  with the same torque moving the gimbal through the 
angle -0  to -»RQ.  The entire procedure is then repeated with other 

values or torque to obtain at least eight sets of data.  The range of 
torques should be selected so that the operating range of the ^yro Is 
idequately represented.  For each value of torque, the angular rate 

i s ' her. computed by - 

. cYi^M rzi: tu i 
and - .1 are the traversal times in each direction.  The 

15 
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torques (T-) anL* corretiponding angular rates (cJc) are then used to 
calculate the damping coefficient by the slope of the least square's 
uquation (Appendix D). 

^L / Cw — ^ •■■^ 

IcS   - >1  rxV 

(■'5 

wh' r i'  T    is   the  torque  produced  by  the   torquer  ( 7"     Awr  ). 

11.   Dynamic   Frict ion 

rt.i    ciynamic   friction   is   a measure  of   the   dissipat Ive  torques  uhich  do 
not   produce  angul.a* motion  of  the glmbal   about   the  output   axis.     The 
eata   l\'i   detcrmini nr,  this   value   is   the  saim.'  as  o/btained   in   the   test 
for  delernining  the  damping coefficient.   (Section  G "Damping Coef f lei ent") 
Thi'   irLi:rcept   of   the   ler.s^   squnrcr,   line  on   the   torque   axis   as  obtained 
ipin  ib., ':   ddto   is   the  dvnamic   friction   torque.     Care must   be  exercised, 
tun i'\-cr,   i hat   lb.   inti rcept   Su i.tbtaiiu-d   is   represent at ive  at   t lu   j;imbal 
.vi'u'    r  \''   iw i' v  ( i   r."!"",     Tims,   t lie  uat a   shnuld   inciudr   lev,' .in.'.nlar 
\    ' < ■■ i ' '. : >   .;■■■    '.la    j iii'i'Vc» ra    ( ''■: enri ncd   m   thi.;   1 i iioa r   re'J on   near   ra-ro 
.r-,   i  l,;r   vcl^eilv,    -O   '.hat    the   urpi'ivlcia'!>   o(    the   (i.'inp i air,   eoellicirnt 
i n   hv.hiT   ite^re»'   ' .a";iis   ':!   the  ;)i'va r   ^ori».1:;   is   negligibl.'. 

L-nup i ng Fluid 

hi ■,•,.a 

r i,a, . l i 

ai    'r;   ,1, 

>: ;■ ' .i     ! ii-    d.ann in     I'OI.- t f i L •' onl    i' Si'«' t i on   (',)    i I    v.,,.1.   .i^ amu'd   t hn I 
•r.-   [.■I'tjuc    is   ,i   liiM.ar   tunclii'ii   ul    .'anhjl   .an'.u,.''r   vi. ii>eitv. 
ui  ■   is   'r-i1..'.'';   as   a   Newtonian   lluiu.      In   I act,   however,    Im 
.iiiu   wi 1 !    e.ot   so   behave.       If   '1 ■    shear   torque  depends   on 
.'.ree   i !> r'",s   ei    t hi    r.inhai   aivvi:  -r   veiecitv,    the   neehani (. a I 
; e ui': i • MI ,   and   hence   the   si rvo   .•..■in,   v;i 1 1   not   i ema i n   e.nst.m' 

O" e ', .i v   rale;,. 

n MI i n^i    . • i    I'II-
   i!ai:".n : :v,   1    raue   .a , ,   ■   r-i 1 

v. r : ' ; i i rrr: ; 
any.u ! .i v  vi  i IK : f y  may 
.•.    it    :111,. i  r     . e r ;' i■ ■. .       I)ia 
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the rapidity of convergence, a figure of merit chosen is the relative 
dependence of the damping torque on the square of the gimbal angular 

velocity. The shear torque may be written as 

where CL^  is the dynamic friction (Section H) and 0., is the damping 

coefficient (C) (Section G).  Let atbe  called C .  The corresponding 
equation for a Newtonian fluid is 

T= ^o^  ^o ÖS) 
Thus the error torque' is 

T'-T=AT=r^o2 fa) 
md 

^ = f ^ c,   (27) 
ignoring the dynamic friction as a constant. The factor TT in 

Equation^/jis the figure -of merit desired and gives the relative error 
torque as a linear function of the gimbal angular velocity. 

The method of calculating CL0,C ,   and C for the assumed form of the torque 
function as in (Z^) is  given in Appendix E. 

J. Change in Damping Coefficient with Operating Temperature 

The viscosity, and thus the damping coefficient, of the damping fluid 
in a gyro is usually quite sensitive to temperature.  In many cases the 

gyro case contains a heating element which is designed to maintain the 
damping fluid in a narrow range of temperatures. Moreover, a stable 
platform is usually temperature stabilized. Thus the dependence of the 
damping coefficient on gyro operating temperature is an important design 
figure in temperature controllers. 

Most gyros whiah have integral heaters use temperature sensitive realators 

In the gyro as a fourth element in a bridge control circuit. In order to 
change the operating temperature, it is necessary t<4 pad the sensing 
resistor so that the bridge balances at the desired temperature.  In order 
to select the proper padding resistance for a given temperature, it is 
necessary to know the temperature coefficient of the sensing resistor. 

17 
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After choosing the desired padding resistors, the test for damping 
coefficient is repeated at the various temperatures.  The change in 

damping coefficient with operating temperature is thus given hy the 
least squares slope of damping coefficient versus operating temperature, 

K. Angular Momentum 

The angular momentum of the gyro wheel is the principal measure of 
gyroscopic action and in corabinaLion with the damping coefficient 
gives the physical relation between input and output angles.  The 
angular momentum is defined as the product of the moment of inertia 
of the gyro wheel and its angular velocity.  For use in the gyroscopic 
equation of motion, it is convenient that the units of the angular 

momentum be iilO^lSHl . 
rnd sec 

]<   is impossible Co measure the angular momentum of the wheel 
■ tccurately once the gyro has been assembled.  The value is usually 

precisely quoted by the supplier and it is preferable to accept that 

value in all computations, unless the gyro is to be disassembled. 

I.. Torquer Scale Factor 

; e rmii" i; sea ! o factor is the ratio of change of torque with 
vr'-ji-c'    le change of torquer command, si gn.-i 1.  Torquer command signal 
i  usually defined in terms of direct current (See Section B).  This 

value is not independently valuable if the torquer transfer function 
i;; kmn.n.  It is related directly to that value and may be calculatet 
: n r.i i : r.y t.he equat ion : 

,' / K = U H (zt) 

::.   Mechanical   Transfer  Function 

, i 'iii 

H!L; ut 

. m.Hi! l'i i'i 

\ai   fi i   function  is  define;:   as   thi 
meAilar   innut   about   the   input   axi; 

H 

at to o 1 ;■',i mha . 
The va ! ue may bo 

^) 

".hi  value is Lh< mechanical gain through the gyreiscope and Is, ef 
i en i •■.■, i.! m» ns Ion 1 ess 

1H 
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N. Characteristic Time 

The time of response of the gyro is of prime importance in the 
design of the servotnechanism which is the inertial platform.  The 
measure of the response time of the gyro is the characteristic time, 

which is defined in a manner similar to the characteristic time of 
other electro andrer mechanical systems. 

The characteristic time is defined as that time required for the gimbal 
output angle to reach -gr of its steady value after a step input angle. 

This definition is then consistent with the concept of characteristic 
time for other systems.  As is often the case with mechanical systems^ 
iho  step input is difficult to obtain in the laboratory for displacements, 

Since the gyro behaves as a second order system, the ramp input may be 
used to determine the characteristic time.  Thus if a ramp function of 
input angle is applied after a time large compared to the characteristic 
lime, the function of output angle, and thus output voltage, will be a 

ramp displaced along the time axis by the value of the characteristic 
time.  Thus, if the linear function of output angle is determined, the 
intercept nn the time axis is the characteristic time. 

The ramp function of torque may be easily obtained by applying a constant 
current to the torquer at time zero.  The Inductance and resistance of 

the torquer should he measured and the characteristic time of the torquer 
computed,  This value should be several orders of magnitude smaller than 
the expected value of the characteristic time of the gyro.  This should 
,-i I so apply to any switching devices used in the measurement. 

Technique: 

The gyro is mounLtd with the output axis vertical and the input axis 

is oriented so that there is no input rate to the gyro.  The feedback 
loop i' opened and simultaneously a constant current Ls applied to 

l\\v   tjrquer.  The act of switching the constant current on is used 
to trigger a single sweep on an oscilloscope.  A camera whose shutter 
i'. open durin.; the operation photographs the trace. 

rhi a-np' i t ude oi the trace and corresponding times .ire recorded from 
r be phot,?Kraph over the region exceeding three times the value of the 
exp-cted haracteristic time.  The intercept of the least squares line 
ol tune a:- ,i function ,-■!' amplitude is obtained.  Although the least 

squares method i •; sometimes unnecessary, it will give greater accuracy, 

.',i i ' ;. u.,. r'. v when the signal generator carrier frequency has any degree 

moi'u . at i on, A sample  photograph   is   shown   in Figure  3. 

; u 
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FIGURE 3 
TYPICAL  PHOTOGRAPHS  OBTAINED  PHOM CHARACTERISTIC TIME  TEST 
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0. Gimbal Inertia 

The inertia of the total gimbal assembly is easiest determined before the 
':vro is assembled.  It may be calculated, however, once the damping 

coefficient and the characteristic time have been determined.  From the 

equations of motion (Appendix A): 

J 
c y  - OS) 

r 
^ 

P. NnturaI Frequcncy (Undamped 

! li' u'v'.aniped natural frequ MTCV is the frequency at which the gimbal v/ould 
I'sciilate in the absenco of damping.  It. is of value in servo analyses 

uivulvi;n; the gyro, because in servomechanisms second order systems are 
uMially characterized by the damping ratio and the undamped natural 
1 r i' c i u e n c v, 

hoUi'.h in th the dainping ratio and the undamped natural frequency may be 
.■ : .•mii nid fron complex dynamic tests, it is easier to calculate the 

ma aüiped n.-.tural frequency from equation    as derived In Appendix A. 

• .   / ■ :- (. n     '   ■ i 

• .   Ijaivifitu',  R.it io 

,i:;it)ing r.itio is dofined as the ratio of the d.mipin,; coefficient 

le eii; ical danping.  This valin: i;. useful fut analysis of the gyro 
M WO      i CH.>p 

r.t-u   oa( a. 

lamping   ratio  may  be  calculatetl   lion previously 

1 r' ~- "' 
^7   ' i'\ 
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TEST EQUIPMENT 

A discussion of the equipment necessary to perform the tests 

discussed herein must of course be restricted to generalities.  The 

particular requirements of test and operational equipments will vary 
widely from gyro to gyro. 

For the measurement of electrical signals, various voltmeters^ 

ammeters, and phase meters are required.  With the present trend toward 

minute torquer control currents (£.r); a microammeter is essential,  A 

precisely regulated source of constant direct current and/or voltage is 

necessary for such tests as that to determine the damping coefficient. 

The oscilloscope used in the determination of the time constant of the 
gyro should have a negligible rise time compared to the time constant 

being measured and should have provisions for external triggering of a 

s i ngle sweep. 

The characteristics of the wheel supply and the heater controller, 

If any, will be specified by the manufacturer of the particular gyro. 

A servo amplifier is necessary to provide command signals to 

ihe Lorquer in response to the output of the signal generator, such 

that, output is held near a null.  The form of such an amplifier for 
a f\yvo   which has a d.c. torquer and an a.c. signal generator is usually 

an amplifier-demodulator combination.  The principle requirement of the 
..1.-1VU amp I L f ie i lb Lliac tlic gyro be held as nearly at null us possible 
Lor the given conditions to be imposed.  For the spring constant and 

signal generator scale factor tests the servo amplifier should include 
provisions for holding the gyro to selected off-null positions. 

F.lcLl.ronic clamping must usually be provided in the servo amplifier, 
particularly for gyros which have a large value of Gw, and thus a large 

mechanical gain factor. 

The most general test stand used in these tests is a precision 

turntable which allows adjustment of the gyro about two axes.  The 

tables used are dividing heads such as that shown in Figure 7, having 
aukcuiar readouts about the table axis accurate to values ranging from 

two to ten arc seconds. 

21 
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A servo table is used in the torque generator transfer function 

test.  A servo table provides an input angular rate to the gyro in 

response to a signal from the gyro signal generator in order to maintain 

that signal near null.  The requirements on this table and the associated 

electronics are similar to those on the servo amplifier used in the 

Lorquer mode of operation.  The table must also be provided with a 

precision readout of angular position.  Although rate tables are not 

used in the tests described in this report, they are useful in tests 

which will be described in future reports. 

Although dynamic characteristics of the gyro, such as the damping 

ratio, the undamped natural frequency, and the characteristic time may 

be determined using test stands which introduce programmed dynamic 

mechanical motions, there are many problems with even the simplest of 
these.  For most purposes, the accuracy obtained by calculating the 

damping ratio and undamped natural frequency from previously obtained 

values is sufficient,in that these values are used for the design of the 

basic platform servo loop and are not generally required to be precise 
values. 

GROUPING OF TESTS AND ORDER OF PERFORMANCE 

Although the order of performance of the described tests is flexible, 
certain values obtained will be useful in other tests which are not 
described in this report.  Furthermore, certain tests, due to common 

Lentures such as orientation on the test table, may be conveniently 

grouped together.  The preferred grouping and order of performance is 
,',iven below.  Justification for the selection then follows. 

[. Phase convention 
Il-A. Torqucr transfer function 
Il-R. Signal generator transfer function 
[If. Input axis alignment 

IV-A. Spring constant 
IV-R. Signal generator scale factor 
V-A. Damping coefficient 

V-B. Change in damping coefficient with operating temperature 
VI. Characteristic time 

All other values are calculated from the data on results of these 

• I'St s. 
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The phase convention test is performed first because therein are 
(ietennined the positive and negative sense of the signal generator 
and torque generator signals.  The low range torque generator and 

signal generator transfer functions are grouped together because 
these values will be necessary for other tests to be performed which 

are not included in this report.  In particular, certain drift informa- 
tion would be desired early in the life of the gyro and would follow 

the tests in Group II.  Information concerning the alignment of the 
input axis is not necessary for these tests because, they are referenced 

to zero inputs to the gyro arbitrarily.  The input axis alignment test 
is performed next, however, so that proper alignment procedures may be 
effected should the need arise. 

The spring constant test and signal generator scale factor test 
arc. grouped together because their values arc related to each other. 
Moreover, both tests require the same gyro orientation and the use of 

special electronic equipment to maintain the gyro loop at some off-null 

signal generator voltage. 

The damping coefficient tests are logically grouped together and 

are followed by the1 characteristic time test. 

Note that all tests after the input axis alignment test, except 
foi the signal generator scale factor test, may be performed with the 
.,yro wheel off.  This effectively lengthens the life of the gyro, thus 

allowing more time to be spent on drift tests or allowing the gyro 
to be used i ti a stahlt.' platform for a reasonable time after undergoing 
tests. 

:J 
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APPENDIX A 

Single Degree Of Freedom Gyroscopic Equation Of Motion 

The torque produced by a single degree of freedom gyro Is given by 

the product of the angular momentum and the input angular velocity,/i^ . 
Ideally, in the absence of error torques, this torque must overcome the 

inertia reaction torque of the girabal, J90 ; the damping torque, C^o >  ^nd 
the spring restraint torque, K90.  The ideal equation of motion may then 

be written as 

J^ +ca -KG0 =//co. (A-i) 

The solution of the reduced equation gives the response to a step angular 

input: 

I / 

l-/A A eA -k-r±y^aß 
—\ i 

fti'M ± '^jr-jtj (A-2) 

For an integrating rate  gyro, 

Thus   (A-2)   nciay be written 

^o -/i exp ^- TyJ approximately, (A-4) 

where   the   time  constant   is 

T 

(A-5) 



For the steady state, with the approximation (A-3), (A-l) becomes 

c^ & - ^ 
£• 

(A-6) 

the mechanical gyro transfer function.  If the signal generator output 

voltage is proportional to the gimbal angle, so that 

^ =   et (A-7) 

then from (A-6) 

0. c 
(A-8) 

the signal generator gyro transfer function. 

If the torque generator scale factor is defined as the ratio of the 

torque to the command torquer current, 

^r Ir 
(A-9) 

and the gyro is operated in a loop closed through the torquer, then the 
torque applied by the torquer must equal, the input torque. 

 ,—       ; 

The torquer transfer function is defined as 

or 
(A-10) 

^r   — ir A/ 
(A-U) 



Returning to equation (A-l) and solving in operator form, 

A 
(>i 

2      ^ K (A'12) 

Since   it   is  convenient  in  servomechanisras   to express   the  coefficients  of 
sei end order systems   in  terms  of  the  damping ratio and the  undamped natural 
frequency,   (A-12)  may be  rewritten 

A 
r -1 

fsS      C (A-13) 

ii or; whi ch 

and 

K 
-J--' ,■    ~ (A-U) 

'.r, HJK 
(A-15) 
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APPENDIX B 

The Standard Deviation (CT ) 

The standard deviation is a much maligned terra in inertial navigation, 

particularly with regard to drift rates. 

The standard deviation is defined as the second moment about the mean. 

In this respect, the standard deviation is simply the moment of inertia 
about the mean of the area under the frequency distribution curve of the 
data.  Algebraically, the standard deviation is defined by the equation: 

rJ 
n 

('-/ 

X, 

M 
(B-l) 

where the X.^ are the various data points, X is the arithmetic mean of the 
£; , and n Is the number of data points. Note that the algebraic form is 

similar to that for the rms deviition of a 6e8 ©f data frow expected value 
or values. 

The interpretation placed on the standard deviation must assume some 

form of the frequency distribution curve. A truly random distribution about 
a mean value will have a distribution curve known as normal, or Gaussian 
(Figure 4 ). The significance of the standard deviation for this curve, if 

the number of samples is large, is that approximately 68Z of all values will 
fall within + /T of the mean, 95% will fall within + irr  of the mean, and 99% 
will fall within + 3CT of the mean.  Figure S      is a curve showing the per- 
centage falling in the limits of + aCr from the mean for a Gaussian distribu- 
tion.  If the frequency distribution is not Gaussian, then these interpretations 
cannot be applied.  If no evidence indicates other than a truly random distrib- 
ution about the mean, however, the Gaussian distribution may be assumed. 

The above interpretation of the standard deviation is based on a large 
number of samples.  It may be shown that the standard deviation for a sample 
of size n will deviate from the standard deviation of an infinite sample 
si/.e for the same Gaussian distribution.  This deviation is expressed by 

:> 

CT. - / h- K (B-2) 

-■; 







with the above interpretation of the standard deviation, it is desirable 
that equation (B-l) be adjusted so that is is more representative of a 
large sample. Thus, from (B-l) and (B-2), 

(Too -1/£ }/?K^ 
h 

^(V7) \ (B-3) 

h-/ 

The difference between the foro (B-l) and (B-3) is small for large 
If r > 10, the difference is less than 6%. 

> 
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APPENDIX C 

gpn-Linearlty And Random Effects 

As in the torquer transfer function test, it may be desired to measure 

the non-linearity of a device where other random effects are also present, 
such as random drift. At any one point, then, it is impossible to isolate 

the contributions of torquer non-linearity from random drift effects, both 
which appear as non-linearities.  The following derivation leads to a stat- 
istical method of separation. 

Two basic assumptions are made:  that the non-linearity of the torquer 
is randomly distributed with respect to the least squares line, which is one 
aim of the least squares method, and th«t the standard deviation of the ran- 
dom drift is representative of the technique and time intervals used in the 

torquer transfer function test. 

If the total linearity error at the i       data point is d • flue to con- t c* 
tributions from the non-linearity of the torquer dL  , and from the instant- 
aneous error in the average drift d^t , then 

(C-l) 

*-n    -  ' .  * rA      <■ cluc^ 
(C-2) 

Averaging over M data pointy 

TJA 
 -h  +    k 

KLU 
(C-3) 

P , r 

L [l.x^ I it.   c 
(C-4) 



where o;i    is  the Kroenecker delta, having the value 1 when - ■■ j , and the 

value 0 when /^ { . 

Now L do. 
n 

= 0 (C-5) 

since this is the average value of the drift, which is zero for the orient- 
ation of the gyro in the torquer transfer function test. Thus. (C-3) be- 
c orne s 

löJ  M\ lik 
n 

u vauy    , 
n 

i 

(C-6) 
n 

which by definition of  the  standard  deviation,  may be writte' 

^ 

j- ^ (C-7) 

Thus, if rrr is calculated from the data, and ^D is known from a drift test 
then T7 , the rms non-linearity of the torquer, may be calculated. 
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APPENDIX D 

• Least Squares Method of Determining 
The Best Linear Fit To A Set Of Data 

Where a linear fit is desired to a.  set of data in two variables, the 
method of least squares provides a rather simple technique. The method 
assures that the sum of the squares of the deviations of the data from the 
straight line obtained is a miniraum.  It is not sufficient that the sura of 
the deviations be a minimum (zero), since any line passing through the point 
represented by the average values of the variables fulfills this condition. 
The least squares method assures that this second condition Is fulfilled 
also. 

The algebraic representations of these conditions are called the nor- 
mal equations, which are 

V r K) O, ■+- 
(D-D 

^nd 

r-i 

L K u —    JL ■4- ^zv 
(D-2) 

where a and b are the Intercept and slope of the desired line, 

3 . = a^ 
(D-3) 

Solving (C-l) and (C-2) 

- W - K)X ^    % (D-4) 
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where x and y are the average values of x and y, and 

l=   7^  (D-5) 

A typical calculation is shown in Table I , with the data and least 

squares line plotted in figure 6 . Also shown in the figure is a 
line which was fitted to the data by the "eyeball" method. 

The best check against the calculations performed in determining the 

coefficients a and b is to plot the raw data and plot equation (D-3). 
If a gross error in the calculations exists, it will be immediately 
obvious from the lack of fit to the raw data. 
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TABLE   I 

DATA AND  LEAST  SQUARES CALCULATIONS  FOR FIGURE  6 

0.3    3.5 
1.0      5.0 
L.Ü      6.5 
2.5      8.0 
2.5    U . 0 
3.5      9.0 
4.0    12.5 
5. Ü    15.0 

5.5    12.5 
8.0    17.0 

h 

- ^ 

nxy. 
I*2 

10 
33.5 
3,35 

1 12.22 5 
99.5 
9.9 5 

4 20.0 
Hi. 32 5 
Ih2. 2 5 

b =   1.7326 
mi 
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APPENDIX E 

Polynomlal  Regress ion 

if    ray  be desired  Co  fir   a cutrve ^\   higher  degree   Chan  a  eti'i.ii: 
i'-te   to  ti  set   of data.     The   least   squares   method  used   in   \ppendix  n  .:\u 
also  be   applied to otrber algebraic   forms.      In such  curves   JS  exponeDl . a I 
•u.d   logarithmic functions,   the  linear  least   squares  inetliod ■.:\ny  be   ISP ' 
with  the  proper subs c i tut I on  of vaiiablee. 

Foi   rhe polynomial   fonii 

-r.       ./ .       +-    J       < 

'■-tl   pquritioi.ß    dte siünlar   to   those   given   lü   (r -1 i 

/_M 

t.  .   '      ' 

x.     r-     ./ 

("iii    t ;.H   ijuiidrat i <:   '.or.     IM-.I   i;    i he     alrnlrii i iin  ■>)'   11, 
• i'.a vi ii-.u'   K1'   i, 'H' tump ' n>   f 1 u i -i    tip ut i f [•'•■/ i    I 

, .   i!; - '\|f'W Iii.    , 

t hO     1)4 ■"'•■ !•■ '   I 



where D= - (I*^-J^j + I^ZViV-ZicZ* 

(E-5) 

+ l*YZ*l*\ -Ixth^ (E-6) 

A/2= ^fe'I^-Ix^^I.Clv^^Ix^)  (E-7) 

This formidable set of equations actually contains only the follow- 

ing elements: 

Zx\ 

X 

\ 

Of these, only the following have not been calculated in the solu- 

tion for the damping coefficient by calculating the least squares line; 

Thus, the calculations are not as tedious as they might at first 

seem. 
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